Introduction {#s0005}
============

In the last decade our paradigm of protein structure has changed. It became evident, based on growing experimental data, that a significant number of proteins do not posses, under physiological conditions, well defined 3D structure [@b0230]. They are known under different names with the most frequently used term being "intrinsically disordered proteins". In this paper we will use the term "disordered proteins" (DPs). Various aspects of DPs are recently reviewed in detail in [@b0230], [@b0235], [@b0240], [@b0245], [@b0250], [@b0255], [@b0260], [@b0265], [@b0270], [@b0275], [@b0280], [@b0285], [@b0290], [@b0295], [@b0300], [@b0305].

Since protein disorder seems to be a diverse and complex phenomenon, there is no commonly agreed definition of it [@b0295]. The structure of DPs, as well as their length, is highly varied, ranging (by increasing level of order) from completely unstructured random coils (which resemble the highly unfolded states of globular proteins with no secondary structure) to pre-molten globules (having no well-defined tertiary structure, may contain regions with transient and small amount of secondary structure), or molten globules (compact disordered ensembles that may contain significant secondary structure), as proposed by *protein trinity* structure [@b0310], or the *protein-quartet* [@b0315] hypothesis. Any of these states may be the native state -- that is, the state relevant to a protein's biological function (<http://www.disprot.org>) [@b0235], [@b0315].

At the primary structure level, DPs are characterized by low sequence complexity (*i.e.* consisting of short repetitive fragments) and are biased toward polar and charged, but against bulky hydrophobic and aromatic AA residues. Using Composition Profiler, Vačić et al. [@b0320] have shown that, in terms of AA composition, DPs are enriched in Ala, Arg, Gly, Gln, Ser, Glu, Lys, and Pro but depleted in order-promoting residues like Trp, Tyr, Phe, Ile, Leu, Val, Cys, and Asn [@b0255], [@b0325], [@b0330]. Using the TOP-IDP scale, based on AA properties such as hydropathy, polarity, volume, etc, Campen et al. [@b0330] provided new ranking tendencies of AA from order to disorder promoting: Trp, Phe, Tyr, Ile, Met, Leu, Val, Asn, Cys, Thr, Ala, Gly, Arg, Asp, His, Gln, Lys, Ser, Glu, and Pro. This new scale is qualitatively consistent with the previous one.

Based on the published experimental data on protein disordered regions in their native state, DisProt database (<http://www.disprot.org>) [@b0335] currently (February, 2011) contains 643 deposited proteins, originating from various prokaryotic, eukaryotic organisms and their viruses. The length of these proteins varies from 33 to 18,534 AA and length of their disordered regions is 1-3886 AA. For 620 proteins, at least one disordered region is identified while for 26 proteins at least one ordered region is identified. Most proteins contain unmarked regions which are of unknown structure. In total, 96 proteins are completely disordered and have lengths in the range 37--1861 AA (<http://www.disprot.org>).

Investigation of DPs is of special interest because of growing evidence on its association with various diseases, such as cancer [@b0340], diabetes [@b0345], cardiovascular [@b0350] and neurodegenerative diseases [@b0355]. Experimentally, DPs may be detected by more than 20 various biophysical and biochemical techniques such as: x-ray diffraction crystallography, heteronuclear multidimensional NMR, circular dichroism, optical rotatory dispersion, Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy, Raman optical activity, etc [@b0240]. DPs are difficult to study experimentally, due to the lack of unique structure in the isolated form [@b0275], [@b0315]. Therefore, a number of prediction tools have been developed [@b0285].

The percentage of disordered regions which are longer than 41AA in archaeal, bacterial and eukaryotic proteomes has been analyzed using different predictors [@b0360], [@b0365], [@b0370], [@b0375]. Although direct comparison was not possible due to different DP predictors used, different numbers of genomes and different genomes themselves, all results follow the trend that archaeal proteins have lower disordered structure than bacterial proteins, which in turn have lower percentage of disordered structure than eukaryotic proteins (9--37% [@b0360], 16% [@b0365] and 8--46% [@b0370] for Archaea, 6--33% [@b0360], 20% [@b0365] and 8--53% [@b0370] for Bacteria and 35--51% [@b0360], 43% [@b0365] and 52--61% [@b0375] for Eukaria).

Li et al. [@b0380] and Lobanov et al. [@b0385] investigated the distribution of disorder within different parts of a protein. Li et al. [@b0380] divided protein chains into 3 parts -- terminal parts with each 15 AA long and the middle part. They used dataset, consisting of 197 proteins from Protein Data Bank (PDB) (<http://www.pdb.org>), as training data to construct secondary structure predictor. They tested three different prediction methods on 3 parts of protein mentioned above and found that all of them indicated higher disorder in terminal parts than in the middle part. Lobanov et al. [@b0385] investigated the relationship between AA disorder and the position in protein chains for 28,727 unique protein structures from PDB by dividing proteins into 3 parts similarly except that each terminus containing 30 AA residues. They found that, in terminal parts, the fraction of disordered AA residues is higher than overall fraction of AA residues, while the opposite is true for AA residues in the middle part). These conclusions helped improve the FoldUnfold [@b0390] program for prediction of disordered regions from AA sequences.

The goal of this study was to analyze the DisProt database of experimentally determined disorder with respect to presence of disordered regions in N-terminal, C-terminal and middle parts of protein chains, as well as the AA distribution in these regions. The relationship between disordered AA distribution in these parts and AA physico-chemical characteristics was also investigated.

Results and discussion {#s0010}
======================

Disorder content for proteins from DisProt database was analyzed in respect to the position of AA residues in protein chain. We divided proteins into three parts similarly as indicated by Lobanov et al., including N-terminal parts (containing first 30 AA residues), middle parts and C-terminal parts (containing last 30 AA residues). Fraction of disordered AA residues was calculated in terminal and middle parts of protein, according to protein lengths, AAs as well as their physico-chemical characteristics.

Distribution of AA residues in different parts of protein chains {#s0015}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The fraction of all AA residues was compared to the fraction of disordered AA residues in the three parts of protein chains. As shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, the fraction of disordered AA residues in termini is higher than the fraction of all AA residues, which is consistent with the trend shown by Lobanov et al. [@b0385], although the difference was not that distinct.

Fraction of disordered AA residues in dependence on the distance from terminals of a protein chain {#s0020}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next analyzed the percentage of disordered AA residues in terms of their distance from N- and C- termini of the protein chain, for distances from 1 to 30. The percentage of disordered AA residues is relatively even within 30 AAs from termini (25--35%) ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The terminal parts were further divided into thirds and the percentage of disordered AA residues was calculated in these parts as well as in the remaining middle part. The same result was obtained for terminal parts whereas the middle part contains about 20% disordered AA residues ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

The higher disorder fraction in terminal parts of proteins may be explained by their function. It has been shown that both protein ends may be involved in signaling and molecular recognition functions, that are often connected with protein disorder [@b0255], [@b0395], [@b0400]. Specifically, the N-terminus can determine protein position within the cell, via signal peptide sequences [@b0405], or by posttranslational modification [@b0410], [@b0415]. It is also an important determinant of protein half-life [@b0420] and in general may be involved in molecular recognition and signaling [@b0425]. For example, N-terminal domains of DELLA protein are, under physiological conditions, disordered regions [@b0430]. Within the disordered N-terminal domain of DELLAs, Sun et al. [@b0430] have identified several molecular recognition features (short sequences within DPs responsible for molecular recognition), known to undergo disorder-to-order transitions upon binding to interacting proteins in disordered proteins. Similarly the C-terminus can determine protein position within the cell and can form carboxyl tail domain (often consisting of low complexity repeat sequences) involved in molecular recognition, binding and regulation. For example, Kucera et al. found that a disordered C-terminus allows La, a 3′ RNA binding protein, to assists the biogenesis of diverse non-coding RNA precursors [@b0435].

Fraction of disordered AA residues using two refined protein partitionings {#s0025}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, the difference of disorder fraction between the two neighboring intervals N21-30 and M, as well as C21-30 and M, is as high as 11% in both cases. This discrepancy suggests that the distribution of disordered AA residues in the middle part of protein is not uniform. In order to investigate distribution of disordered AA residues across the entire protein, two new partitionings of protein are introduced. The first partitioning keeps the same fixed terminal parts as the previous partitioning, but divides the middle part into subparts 10% long (N1--10, N11--20, N21--30, M10%, ..., M100%, C21--30, C11--20, C1--10). The second partitioning simply divides entire chains into subparts 10% long (10%, ..., 100%). The fraction of disordered AA residues in the two partitionings is shown in [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

The difference between N21-30 and M, and similarly M and C21--30 is 7% and 8%, respectively, whereas the difference between adjoining subparts of middle part is no more than 4% ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). A more gradual curve was displayed for the second partitioning and its maximal difference in disorder contents between adjoining subparts (90% to 100% of protein length) is 5% ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B). Disorder in the N-part did not alter remarkably.

Fraction of disordered AA residues by protein lengths in two partitionings {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Being aware that protein length in DisProt varies substantially (92 AA -- 18,543 AA), we analyzed the fraction of disordered AA residues in proteins by length intervals. The results on both scales are displayed in [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}.

For proteins of length \>100 AA and ⩽500 AA, a more gradual decrease of fraction of disordered AAs was noticed from the N-parts towards the middle part and an increase from the middle part to the C-parts ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A) than for proteins of all lengths ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, in some parts there are high differences in adjoining subparts of the middle part (for example, for proteins 100--200 AA, 11% difference between M10% and M20%, and a steep slope in 400--500 AA between N21--30, M10%, and M20%, and similarly M90%, M100% and C21--30). [Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B shows more distinctive difference between terminal and middle subparts when compared with [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B. Disorder distribution for proteins longer than 500 AA is different (see more details in Suplementary materials).

Fraction of disordered AA residues for each of 20 AAs {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------

Fractions of disordered AA residues for each of 20 AAs in the N-part (the first 30 AAs at N terminus), middle part and the C-part (the last 30 AAs at C terminus), respectively, are displayed in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. All AAs show higher disorder fraction in terminal parts than in the middle part.

As shown in [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, there is a correlation between fractional differences of each AA and its hydropathy. Using the Kyte-Doolitle scale of hydropathy [@b0440], we identified upper limit of fraction of disorder for hydrophobic AAs. In the middle part, all hydrophobic AAs have a fraction lower than 0.2, whereas some hydrophilic AAs (P, Q, D, K, E and S) have a disorder fraction higher than 0.2 and others (W, Y, R, N, H, T and G) do not. In the N-part, all hydrophobic AAs have a fraction lower than 0.3, some hydrophilic AAs (P, Q, D, K, E, S, R and N) have a fraction higher than 0.3 and others (W, Y, H, T and G) do not. In the C-part, all hydrophobic AAs have a fraction lower than 0.33, some hydrophilic AAs (P, Q, D, K, E, S) have a fraction higher than 0.33 and others (W, Y, H, R, N, T and G) have a fraction lower than 0.33, which precisely corresponds to hydropathy distribution in the middle part.

Using values from [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, we constructed an AA scale based on disorder fraction of AA residues in the middle part. The obtained AA scale is similar to the one presented by Lobanov et al*.* based on the same calculation [@b0385]. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} presents the new scale (second row), the positions of AAs in that scale (first row) and positions of AAs in Lobanov's scale (third row). We can see that the difference between positions of the corresponding AAs in both scales (first and third row) for almost all AAs is ⩽3 (except C, V, G and P).

Fraction of disordered AA residues for each of 20 AAs {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------------------

[Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} also displays the fraction of disordered AA residues for each AA in short and long proteins (shorter and longer than 500 AA, respectively). The border value 500 AA was chosen since proteins containing less than 500 AAs showed relatively higher disorder in terminal parts comparing to those containing more than 500 AAs as shown in [Figures 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} and S1.

For proteins of all lengths, the trend of disorder for AAs in the C-part is more similar to that in the M-part than to that in the N-part. For short proteins, disorder fractions for the N-part and the C-part are approximate, whereas for long proteins the disorder fraction for the N-part is closer to that for the M-part.

Fractional differences between disordered and undefined sets of regions for each of 20 AAs {#s0045}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DisProt database contains information on disordered regions of proteins. For most of the proteins, some AAs are marked as disordered and the remaining AAs are marked neither as ordered nor as disordered. In this analysis, such unmarked AA residues in proteins will be referred to as structure-undefined, undefined for short (see Materials and methods for more details).

The fractional difference between disordered and undefined sets of regions for each of 20 AAs is shown in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}. The AAs were ordered from left to right according to the new scale presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}. It is notable that the fractional difference of AAs increased along with their positions on the new scale (except Y). According to the Kyte-Doolitle scale of hydropathy [@b0440], almost all hydrophobic AAs have negative fractional difference (except A), and most hydrophilic AAs have positive fractional difference (except W, Y, H, R and N).

Campen et al. [@b0330] presented a scale of AAs according to hydropathy. As shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, for most AAs the difference between positions of an AA in the two scales is ⩽3 (except C, Y, H, R and V).

Fractional differences between disordered and undefined sets of regions for each AA in respect to their mass and hydropathy {#s0050}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was expected that big hydrophobic AAs would be more ordered and small hydrophilic ones more disordered [@b0255], [@b0300], [@b0330], which implies that big hydrophobic/small hydrophilic AAs would have negative/positive fractional differences between disordered and ordered sets of regions, respectively. In this analysis, we investigated whether the same pattern occurs for fractional differences between disordered and undefined sets of regions in DisProt database. An AA can be classified as big or small according to parameters such as volume, surface, mass etc. For each parameter, the border between big and small AAs can be determined as an average value or as a median. Of the three suggested parameters, the most complete classification of AAs into big hydrophobic and small hydrophilic categories was achieved based on mass (Table S1). Here, an AA with mass less than 114.6 Daltons, which is a median mass for all AAs, is considered to be small. The mass border is presented as a horizontal solid line in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in [Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, out of 7 hydrophobic AAs, 6 are big and their fractional difference is negative as expected, except A, which is not big and has a positive fractional difference. Of all hydrophilic AAs, only 9 of them are small, and 6 of them have a positive fractional difference, as expected. Y, N and R are small and hydrophilic, but have a negative fractional difference.

Conclusion {#s0055}
==========

The database of disordered proteins, DisProt, has been analyzed for the first time with respect to distribution of disordered regions according to their position in protein chains. The dataset of proteins analyzed is quite different from those analyzed previously [@b0385]. Our dataset is smaller, the average size of proteins as well as the number of disordered regions per protein is smaller. More importantly, the disordered regions in this database were determined by different experimental methods. Results obtained show the same trend as those previously published with certain differences in specific values and positions possibly due to differences in datasets examined. The new scale of amino acids proposed according to their disorder content in the middle part of proteins correlates well with previous scales [@b0330], [@b0385], especially with respect to physico-chemical characteristics such as mass and hydropathy. This study refines the existing scales due to specific credibility of the dataset used. Such analyses provide useful hints for the better understanding of protein disorder and may be also useful to improve the performance of protein disorder predictors.

Materials and methods {#s0060}
=====================

Dataset {#s0065}
-------

The dataset includes 484 proteins. These are almost all the proteins in the DisProt database, except proteins with 100% undefined or disordered residues and those containing less than 90 residues. The DisProt database contains proteins with overlapping disordered regions, as a result of different experimental methods for structure determination. In such cases, the union of the regions was taken into account. Most proteins (99%) from the dataset contain unmarked residues, neither disordered nor ordered. In this paper, such residues will be referred to as structure-undefined, undefined for short. Around 5% of proteins contain regions marked as ordered. Since ordered content of the dataset is quite poor, it was included in the undefined class rather than considered as a separate class. Distribution of proteins by protein length in the DisProt database is shown in Table S2 The number of proteins and their average length by super kingdoms is shown in Table S3.

Processing steps {#s0070}
----------------

(1)Release 5.7 of DisProt was used in this research. A Perl program has been developed for preparing the data on protein sequences for further analysis.(2)A database has been designed and populated with proteins and disorder regions data.(3)In order to examine the relationship between disorder and its location in a protein chain, protein is divided into three parts: the N-part, which contains first 30 residues of a protein, the C-part, which contains last 30 residues, and the middle part (M-part), which contains remaining residues [@b0385]. Further subdivision of the N- and C- parts into three equal-length parts has also been considered: N1--10, N11--20, N21--30 and similarly C1--10, C11--20, C21--30 [@b0385]. Two new scales were introduced: one involving division of the middle part into tens and another involving division of entire protein into tens.(4)SQL queries were developed for analysis of protein disorder: *Analysis of disordered regions:* Distribution of disordered regions of different length (1--30 AA) in entire proteins as well as in the N-, C-, M- parts of protein chains have been calculated. *Analysis of disordered AAs:* Distribution of AAs and disordered AAs in the N-, C-, M- parts of protein chains, as well as in their subparts described in "Division of protein chains" paragraph, has been determined; the distribution of disordered AAs by length of proteins and by specific AAs has been calculated. *Mole fractions and fractional differences:* Mole fractions for AAs have been calculated for entire proteins as well as fractional differences between disordered and undefined sets of regions. The mole fraction for the *j*-th AA (*j* = 1,20) in the *i*-th sequence (e.g., *i*-th protein) is determined as P*~j~* = sum(n*~i~*·P*~ji~*)/sum(n*~i~*), where n*~i~* is the length of the *i*-th sequence and P*~ji~* -- frequency of the *j*-th AA in the *i*-th sequence. The fractional difference is calculated by the formula (P*~j~*(a) − P*~j~*(b))/P*~j~*(b), where P*~j~*(a) is the mole fraction of the *j*-th AA in the set of disordered regions in proteins (set a), and P*~j~*(b) is the corresponding mole fraction in the set of undefined regions in proteins (set b). Fractional differences were analyzed in respect to hydropathy and mass of AAs.
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![Fraction of disordered AA residues depending on the distance from the end of protein chain and by protein parts](gr1){#f0005}

![**Fraction of disordered AA residues by protein parts using two partitioning** Fraction of disordered AA residues by protein parts was analyzed using the first partitioning (A) and second partitioning (B). In the first partitioning, terminal parts contains 30 AAs each and divided into tens, while the middle part is divided into 10% subparts and in the second partitioning, whole proteins are divided into 10% subparts.](gr2){#f0010}

![**Fraction of disordered AA residues by protein length using two partitioning** Fraction of disordered AA residues was analyzed according to protein length using two partitionings. **A.** on the first partitioning, for proteins shorter than 500 AA. **B.** Fraction of disordered AA residues by protein length on the second partitioning for proteins shorter than 500 AA.](gr3){#f0015}

![**Fraction of disordered AA residues for each of 20 AA in N, M and C part for proteins of all length** Dark vertical lines separate parts. In all parts, AAs are ordered by the disorder fraction in the middle part (the new scale). Fractionall differences for hydrophobic AAs are in light grey.](gr4){#f0020}

![**Fractional differences between disordered and undefined sets of regions for each of 20 AAs in respect to their mass and hydropathy** For details about calculating fractional differences, see Materials and methods, Processing steps, Step 4.](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Distribution of AA residues in different parts of the protein chain

  Protein part                          Percentage of all AAs (%)   Percentage of disordered AAs (%)
  ------------------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------------
  N-part (30 AAs near the N-terminus)   5.62                        8.45
  C-part (30 AAs near the C-terminus)   5.62                        8.85
  Combined in both terminal parts       11.23                       17.30
  M-part (all other AA residues)        88.77                       82.70

###### 

New scale based on disorder fraction in the this study in comparison with those published previously

  Positions in new scale         1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8    9    10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20
  ------------------------------ --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
  AAs                            C   I   F   W   M   L   Y   H    R    N    V    T    A    G    Q    D    S    K    E    P
  Positions in Lobanov's scale   5   3   2   1   8   6   4   9    12   13   7    11   10   19   15   16   20   17   18   14
  Positions in Campen's scale    9   4   2   1   5   6   3   15   13   8    7    10   11   12   16   14   18   17   19   20

*Note:* New scale based on disorder fraction in the protein middle part (the second row) compared to the corresponding scales of AAs in Lobanov et al. [@b0385] (positions in the third row) and in in Campen et al. [@b0330] (positions in the fourth row).
